
THE BARBERING BIKER
30 MIN TV SHOW CONCEPTT

Motorbike Granny with her cut throat in hand, travel the towns of Australia  (and the world) styling the unknown legends.
A touch of Mad Max meets Steampunk Sweeney Todd – Chris Keeble brings to life this cheeky format on her steel horse Calamity Jane.

WHERE ADVENTURE  BEFORE DEMENTIA AND TALL TALES COLLIDE WITH  MINI MAKEOVERS 

One TOWN, one LEGEND, one GOOD DEED at a time - SMALL differences in a BIG Country

Well behaved women rarely make history!



Synopsis
With a distinctive “larrikin” Aussie flavour, our funky, sassy and 

ever-so feisty “granny” hits the road on her highly customised 

show-stopping motorbike searching out the locals at the local 

haunts such as pubs, Men’s Sheds etc. She wields her magic on 

one deserving recipient who has been “dobbed in”. 

All the while, capturing points of interest, enlisting local 

businesses and learning a bit about the town’s Aboriginal and 

European history, Including a showcase of the towns cuisines 

and an original Aussie singer songwriter to finish the day.

The heart and soul of the Aussie town is found within its people 

and their stories. 

Chris discovers the bush telegraph is alive and well, as the 

recounting of tales from a community that proudly calls this 

town the ‘Best place in Australia’

A splash of controversy adds to the tall tales, where truth can 

sometimes be stranger than fiction. 

You just can't write this stuff! !

Good times, laughs and authentic cheeky banter, with a pay it 

forward heartwarming reveal like no other. 

Making Local Legends Legendary !

Not just for one person.. But for the whole community.

Let’s talk about COMMUNITY HEALTH



BARBERING BIKER - SIGNATURE TUNE

Lyrics BY NOEL MACDONALD

Musical arrangement and singing by JEREMY EDWARDS

Hittin' the road again, Two wheels and a dream

Scissors in hand, The coolest granny you've ever seen

Make-over's the mission, She's comin' to town

Razor is sharpened, her close shave is renowned

There's never been anyone like her,

She's The Barbering Biker

Yes....There's never been anyone like her,

They call her The Barbering Biker.

WATCH THE 56 sec SIZZLE REEL 

HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQ0ECXtGic4


SERIES TOUCH POINTS 
ELEMENTS TO EXPAND AND CONNECT WITH

SOCIAL
LOCAL COMMUNITY BUY IN. 
COMMUNITY HEALTH

LOCAL GOSSIP AND YARNS

REJUVENATED TOWN/VIBE. 

THE  LOCAL PUB/MEETING PLACE

LOCAL BUSINESS SUPPORT AND 
MENTIONS. PRODUCT SUPPORT

HUMAN
INDIVIDUAL BACK STORY

FEEL GOOD - LOOK GOOD – WELL BEING

PAY IT FORWARD

DESERVING/POPULAR

ADVENTURE BEFORE DEMENTIA

FOOD AND ADAPTATION OF

ORIGINAL AUSTRALIAN SINGER 
SONGRWRITERS 

ENVIRONMENT
POINTS OF INTEREST

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

HISTORY/CHARM/ PROTECTION

AUSSIE WORLD TRAVEL

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE AND 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

Many product alignments eg R M Williams, Akubra, Grey Nomad , Insurance,  Tourism and many more



THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES

Are personally researched, filmed, 
created, directed and edited by 
Chris Keeble for YouTube and social 
media platforms. 

Not just for one person.. But for all the co

Let’s talk about COMMUNITY HEALTH



Adam from Nundle
Adam has acres of land 
that he is logging with his 
wife and young daughter 
at only 24 .. he has big 
dreams to live on the land. 
Also features Scott the 
gold prospector

WATCH HERE
https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=blqMUk4k-
xY&t=942s

MULLETS FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH
CHANNEL 9
LIVE MULLET & Lawson 
Pub
Dobbed in by girlfriend 

WATCH HERE

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MMeclaRrpVA&t

=15s

Belinda from Tamworth.
Lost her 14 year old son 
last year and his final 
wish for her was to cut off 
her hair and donate to 
Variety Club charity. 
Also features Matt the 
Muso 

WATCH HERE

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ex4DfCY14IU&

t=114s

Andrew from Boorowa
Escaped QLD for work 
with his family of 4 kids.
Now trying to make a go 
of things and has started 
an apprenticeship as a 
mechanic in his 40’s, 
Dobbed in by the local 
publican!

WATCH HERE
https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=aNwxY4_-
YAs&t=69s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=blqMUk4k-xY&t=942s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMeclaRrpVA&t=15s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ex4DfCY14IU&t=114s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNwxY4_-YAs&t=69s




MAGAZINE EDITORIALS
PODCASTS
VARIOUS ONLINE INTERVIEWS
TV APPEARANCES

MEDIA



MAGAZINE EDITORIALS
PODCASTS
VARIOUS ONLINE INTERVIEWS
TV APPEARANCES

MEDIA



Support



Chris centers her life around a few important things, Motherhood, Motorbikes & Music. With two adult daughters and two 
granddaughters, being a role model for them to be strong, independent women 

is very important.

A high school dropout at 14 she became a hairdresser and barber. 25 years later with two toddlers under her feet she 

decided to do a Bachelor of Arts Degree in her mid-30’s. A triple major in theatre theory and practice she 

graduated with distinction.

Holding many high-level corporate roles in the entertainment, creative and marketing sectors, Chris started writing and 

producing her own live stage shows under the headline of ‘The Rockumentary Series’. She had a number of her shows on tour and 
when Covid hit and lost everything.

At 62 Chris picked up the tools again and started a side hustle to make ends meet with a bit of work in aged care.

A light bulb moment happened, bringing together her love of motorbike adventure, her skills in a trade she was still bloody good at and 

the love of regional country travel created the Idea of The Barbering Biker. Chris loves to help others and bring some fun to people’s 
lives. With a charming and cheeky way about her Chris instantly makes folk feel like they have known her for years. 

Now more than ever we need to bring people and communities back together. Let’s talk about Community Health!

Her favorite saying?  

Well behaved women rarely make history. 

With more energy than people half her age, Chris shows us that age is but a number and it’s all about a bit of brave and crazy in a very 
caring and humble way.

Adventure before Dementia !



Gidday 

Thanks so much for your interest in what I do and for considering The Barbering Biker. 

I have attached a pitch deck which sums up a lot about me and what we do with loads of pictures to see the idea/look of how it is 
presented . This is currently with SBS as a possible series.

Here are some basic Details:

The appearance fee is $550 ( no GST) Plus any major expenses worked out at negotiation time. EG accommodation for the night and
travel distance is worked out based on how far and what other gigs I can get on way.

I appear for approx. 3 plus hours at any time that suits you. 

I can do 1 to 2 makeovers.. or possibly 3 if needed.. I will work with you and work hard to make this very entertaining etc . The community 
usually find the person or persons for the makeover. A Local Legend 😊

The people who have the makeover need to have a decent cut and change.. no little trims as such.. we want to have a good before 

and after. You can see examples in the pitch deck . if it makes the TV or media.. they also want a change to be noticeable as it makes 
good press.

I can do the makeover in front of everyone.. OR I can take them away and bring them out for the reveal 45 minutes later, usually while 
audience orders a meal etc if in a hospitality venue .

During the makeover, I chat and generally talk to the crowd and engage everyone etc. I can do some fun readings with my Native 
Indian and Indigenous Tarot cards.

I film the process and make a little video of the day. Including any chats to locals and Businesses and points of interest in the town.

I can do ladies but prefer to stick with Men… as the ladies cuts are a bit more fussy and I don’t carry dryers, straighteners etc. I don’t use 
electricity.. and need no special areas.. I can do this anywhere.

I approach local and national media also.

I’m happy to help and advise your team to secure sponsorship ideas. To cover the cost. Often a business will sponsor the event and 
have naming rights to it.. perfect for launches , charity events etc. 

I’m also happy for kids and adults to sit on the bike for pictures etc.

You can engage any charity or cause you like and I will support and make mention of them in everything I do.

I heavily promote my appearance to my followers etc and encourage them to ride to the venue or event.

I’m all about bringing the community together for a bit of fun and everyone loves a reveal/makeover! Let’s talk about Community 
Health! Plus, the Motorbike is a showstopper and a real attraction.!

Thanks again for your consideration and I look forward to hearing back or happy to chat further to yourself or committee.

PS happy to chat further.. I don’t set up all day cutting hair as such and I dont charge the people, as I don’t want to conflict with any 

local barbers / hairdressers, in fact id like to meet them !!.. Think of me as part of the entertainment budget



Chris Keeble
barberingbiker@gmail.com
0418 970 963

mailto:barberingbiker@gmail.com

